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WORKSHOP
OVERVIEW

Collaboration team leaders of the Interagency Arctic Research
Policy Committee (IARPC) came together for a three-day virtual
workshop on July 14-16, 2020. The purpose of the workshop,
which included IARPC’s self-forming team leaders, was to
provide team leads with the opportunity to interact both
with their fellow co-leads as well as to develop cross-team
discussions on shared interests and priorities as they continue
to implement the Arctic Research Plan (2017-2021). The
workshop had four main goals:
• Develop collaboration team action items needed to
complete the existing five-year plan (2017-2021);
• Develop better integration of self-forming teams;
• Discuss cross-cutting issues among collaboration teams;
• Promote the consideration of long-term goals in light of the
next five-year plan (2022-2026).
By holding the annual Team Leaders Workshop for 2020
virtually, participants had the opportunity to connect with fellow
IARPC leaders and develop plans and strategies for the future
without the difficulty of travel. The workshop was conducted
through Zoom, with a YouTube livestream available for those
participants who were unable to use Zoom’s video feature.
3
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Forty-four people participated, representing all the collaboration teams and most of IARPC’s
self-forming teams, plus the IARPC Secretariat and tech support provided by the Arctic Research
Consortium of the U.S. (ARCUS). The list of workshop participants is available in Appendix A.
The workshop agenda (Appendix B) was developed by the Workshop Steering Group—Sandy
Starkweather (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Affiliate, Cooperative
Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, Arctic Observing Systems Sub-Team lead)
and Joe MacGregor (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Glaciers and Sea Level
Collaboration Team lead)—and the IARPC Secretariat. The agenda was informed by a preworkshop survey of the team leaders, through which they described team goals and provided
ideas for cross-cutting themes to be addressed during the workshop (Appendix D).
The workshop was originally scheduled to be an in-person event in Washington D.C. in
September 2020. Due to health concerns and travel restrictions put in place as a result of the
global COVID-19 pandemic, the
workshop was moved online
and the date was changed.
Based on the experiences
during the first three years of
implementation of the plan,
the workshop was designed
to allow team leaders to
meet both within and among
teams to develop their annual
workplans and to develop crossteam collaborations through
conversations with other team
leaders. During the first three
years of implementation, the
collaboration teams developed
methods for working together.
Throughout the workshop, they
were able to build on these
relationships, develop stronger
ties to IARPC’s self-forming
teams, and begin to look
forward towards the next Arctic
Research Plan. The workshop
also had a strong emphasis
on creating inclusive online
Workshop participants took a “group photo” on the first day via Zoom.
meeting spaces.
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WORKSHOP
DESCRIPTION

As the first ever Team Leaders Workshop conducted fully
online, the sessions were structured differently than previous
years. However, the content and goals carried forward some
of the most successful elements of previous meetings. The
workshop ran for 4.5 hours on three consecutive days, and the
agenda each day was designed to maximize participation and
discussion. There was a significant emphasis on inclusivity, both
within the workshop and on building this theme into IARPC
collaboration team meetings moving forward. See the agenda
(Appendix B) for an outline of the meeting activities described
below.
The workshop began with welcoming words from Dr. Larry
Hinzman, Assistant Director for Polar Science at the Office
of Science and Technology Policy and Executive Director of
IARPC. Hinzman thanked the team leads for their efforts and
discussed IARPC’s impact within the National Science and
Technology Council and from a national perspective. The
Steering Group then gave an overview of the goals and agenda
for the workshop, followed by a round robin introduction by the
participants.
To kick off the meeting, Dr. Raquell Holmes (ImprovScience) led
a one-hour training, Creating Inclusive Meetings, which focused
on creating welcoming and inclusive virtual meetings. The
experience of working with Dr. Holmes informed discussions
5
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throughout the workshop.
In the final session on Day One, team leaders met in break-out rooms with their co-leads to
discuss their annual workplan and begin developing a calendar of meetings for August 20202021. Throughout the meeting, team leaders had access to a variety of Google Docs with
meeting information and collaborative documents to inform their annual plan development (see
appendices E & F).
Day Two built upon team leaders’ experience the first day and centered IARPC self-forming
teams and cross-cutting issues. Self-forming team leads presented a brief overview of their team
and goals (see Appendix H). In break-out rooms, collaboration and self-forming team leaders
met to address questions and discuss opportunities for collaboration. The second set of breakout rooms focused on fostering conversations on cross-cutting topics across the collaboration
teams. Other team leaders could drop in and out of the rooms to discuss these topics and
pitch ideas for joint meetings. Although these collaborative sessions were productive, many
participants commented that they felt rushed and would have preferred more time.
On Day Three, Candace Nachman (NOAA, co-lead of the Environmental Intelligence
Collaboration Team and a member of the Plan Development Steering Group) led a fruitful and
wide-ranging discussion gathering team leads’ input for the next five-year Arctic Research Plan
(see Appendix G). Participants had a chance to finalize their annual workplans and calendars
(see Appendix F). The meeting wrapped up with a report out from each team (see Appendix I).
Participants were asked to fill out a survey about their experience (see Appendix J). Overall, the
feedback was positive, although participants noted that they needed more time in the breakout rooms and some individuals participating by phone only noted some tangible obstacles
to inclusivity that will inform future collaboration team meetings. A majority of respondents
preferred in-person workshops because of the quality of the interaction; however, many noted
that the online workshop was well-organized.
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KEY
WORKSHOP
FINDINGS

This section gives an overview of some of the key findings from
the workshop. In addition to making progress on the four goals
listed in the Workshop Overview, inclusivity emerged as a major
theme throughout the meeting.

Hosting Inclusive Meetings
Hosting more inclusive meetings emerged as a significant
theme throughout the workshop. This discussion began early
in the workshop through Dr. Raquell Holmes’ training, Creating
Inclusive Meetings. As seven participants were joining via the
phone rather than on their computer, the team leaders had an
opportunity to explore best practices and discuss the challenges
and frustrations of having limited access to the Zoom platform.
These reflections helped to inform the Creating Inclusive
Meetings section on the IARPC website.
There was significant discussion throughout the meeting about
ways to engage and include Indigenous Peoples, both in IARPC
collaboration team meetings and in IARPC’s leadership; it was
noted that Indigenous voices are missing from IARPC leadership
roles. Collaboration teams can focus on place-based/regional
issues so their work is relevant and impactful for communities.
Teams can also approach their work through consideration of
their stakeholders, and put a strong emphasis on relationshipand community-building.
7
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Additionally, there was interest in recruiting more team leads from Alaska state agencies, and
improving engagement with local land managers, resource managers, Indigenous organizations
and community members, non-profits, and industry partners.

Developing Collaboration Team Action Items Needed to
Complete Existing Five-Year Plan (2017-2021)
Collaboration teams had the opportunity to work with their co-leads to develop goals and a
calendar of meetings for the next six to 12 months. In this work, they referenced a spreadsheet
of actions taken to address each Performance Element (Appendix E). While much of this work
will be finalized and improved in the weeks and months following the workshop, the workshop
sessions provided important time to build team plans and create opportunities for collaboration.
More details on specific plans and a summary calendar of upcoming collaboration team
meetings can be found in appendices F and I.

Developing Better Integration of Self-Forming Teams
Both self-forming and collaboration team leads found value in incorporating the self-forming
team leads into the workshop. One specific suggestion that came out of this session was to
focus on mentorship. This was specifically linked to the STEM Education Working Group, Early
Career Forum, and Diversity and Inclusion Working Group, but the recommendation extended
beyond those groups. In the coming months, several teams will be collaborating on a possible
mentorship program to engage and foster the next generation of Arctic researchers.
Self-forming teams were recognized as adding value to IARPC Collaborations and enhancing
diversity of stakeholders (e.g., early career researchers through the Early Career Forum and
startups through the Polar Technology Forum). There was a discussion of incorporating more
social sciences into IARPC, and continuing to focus on cross-team collaboration.

Emphasizing Cross-Cutting Issues Among Collaboration
Teams
There was a strong emphasis on discussing cross-cutting themes, many of which are captured
in the joint meetings represented on the 2020-2021 team calendar (Appendix F). In particular,
IARPC is going to pursue having a “theme of the month” that expands on some of the major
topics that were discussed. Food security, MOSAiC, and the Year of Polar Predictions (YOPP)
were suggested as initial topics for broader coverage within IARPC. Workshop participants
expressed an interest in continuing to develop more cross-team collaboration. The workshop
was an important first step, but this effort will require continued coordination and collaboration
throughout the year.
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Promoting Consideration of Long-Term Goals in Light of the
Next Five-Year Plan (2022-2026)
Candace Nachman facilitated a lively discussion about the next five-year Arctic Research
Plan. The conversation covered a range of topics, and provided insight into the strengths and
weaknesses of the current structure as well as possibilities for the IARPC’s future. Collaboration
team leaders have a strong interest in the development of the next five-year plan, and each
team identified a representative to attend the Plan Development Workshop in September. Team
leaders were encouraged to stay informed about development of the plan and to engage with
the Plan Development Steering Group. For more information about specific suggestions for the
2022-2026 Arctic Research Plan, please see Appendix G.
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Appendix A: List of participants
Collaboration Team Leads
Team Leader

Affiliation

Team

Gijs de Boer

CIRES

Atmosphere Collaboration Team

Barry Lefer

NASA

Atmosphere Collaboration Team

Jen Mercer

NSF

Atmosphere Collaboration Team

Amy Holman

NOAA

Coastal Resilience Collaboration Team

Colleen Strawhacker

NSF

Coastal Resilience Collaboration Team

John Pearce

USGS

Coastal Resilience Collaboration Team

Mike Brady

NGA

Data Sub-Team

Molly McCammon

AOOS

Environmental Intelligence Collaboration Team

Candace Nachman

NOAA

Environmental Intelligence Collaboration Team

Roberto Delgado

NSF

Environmental Intelligence Collaboration Team

Joseph MacGregor

NASA

Glaciers and Sea Level Collaboration Team

Caitlyn Florentine

USGS

Glaciers and Sea Level Collaboration Team

Dana Bruden

CDC

Health and Well-Being Collaboration Team

Dottie Castille

NIMHD

Health and Well-Being Collaboration Team

Sarah Yoder

DHHS

Health and Well-Being Collaboration Team

Jackie Grebmeier

UMCES

Marine Ecosystems Collaboration Team

Cathy Coon

BOEM

Marine Ecosystems Collaboration Team

Danielle Dickson

NPRB

Marine Ecosystems Collaboration Team

Wilbert Weijer

LANL

Modeling Sub-Team

Richard Cullather

NASA

Modeling Sub-Team

Renu Joseph

DOE

Modeling Sub-Team

Sally McFarlane

DOE

Observing Sub-Team

Sandy Starkweather

CIRES

Observing Sub-Team

Will Ambrose

UCC

Observing Sub-Team

Christina Schaedel

NAU

Permafrost Collaboration Team

Miriam Jones

USGS

Permafrost Collaboration Team

Ben Jones

UAF

Permafrost Collaboration Team

Olivia Lee

UAF

Sea Ice Collaboration Team

Janet Intrieri

NOAA

Sea Ice Collaboration Team

Nathan Kurtz

NASA

Sea Ice Collaboration Team

Mike Falkowski

NASA

Terrestrial Ecosystems Collaboration Team

Steve Grey

USGS

Terrestrial Ecosystems Collaboration Team

Jeremy Littell

USGS

Terrestrial Ecosystems Collaboration Team
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Self-Forming Team Leads
Team Leader

Affiliation

Team

Kelsey Aho

USDA

Early Career Forum

Chelsea Wegner Koch

UMCES

Early Career Forum

Angela Bliss

Oregon State

Early Career Forum

Alex Taitt

Anchorage Museum

Early Career Forum

Olivia Lee

UAF

Diversity and Inclusion Self-Forming Team

Colleen Strawhacker

NSF

Diversity and Inclusion Self-Forming Team

Kate Ruck

NSF

Polar Technology Forum

Wilbert Weijer

Los Alamos National
Laboratory

Physical Oceanography Self-Forming Team

Xujing Jia Davis

DOE

Physical Oceanography Self-Forming Team

Dmitry Dukhovskoy

COAPS FSU

Physical Oceanography Self-Forming Team

Lisa Rom

NSF

Arctic STEM Education Working Group

Kaja Brix

NOAA Fisheries

Arctic STEM Education Working Group

Randy Kee

ADAC

Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC)

Douglas Causey

ADAC

Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC)

Renee Crain

NSF

Arctic Field Operations Working Group

IARPC Secretariat and Meeting Support
Name

Affiliation

Larry Hinzman

OSTP

Sara Bowden

IARPC

Meredith LaValley

IARPC

Ann-Christine Zinkann

IARPC

Liz Weinberg

IARPC

Hazel Shapiro

IARPC

Kathleen White

IARPC

Kuba Grzeda

ARCUS

Unable to Attend
Team Leader

Affiliation

Team

Melinda Webster

UAF

Sea Ice Collaboration Team

Jonathan Blythe

BOEM

Data Sub-Team

Allen Pope

NSIDC

Diversity and Inclusion Self-Forming Team

Matthew Druckenmiller

National Snow and Ice International Arctic Science Committee (IASC)
Data Center
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Appendix B: Workshop Agenda
2020 IARPC Collaboration Team Leaders Workshop
July 14-16, 2020
1:00-5:30 EDT (9:00-1:30 AKT)

Goals:
1. Develop Collaboration Team action items needed to complete existing five-year plan (20172021)
2. Develop better integration of self-forming teams
3. Discuss cross-cutting issues among Collaboration Teams
4. Promote the consideration of long-term goals in light of the next five-year plan (2022-2026)

Day 1 – July 14, 1-5:30 EDT (9-1:30 AKT)
1:00

Welcome & Workshop Code of Conduct (Sandy Starkweather & Joe MacGregor)

1:05

Tech/Zoom briefing (Kuba Grzeda)

1:15

Round Robin Introduction (Meredith LaValley)

2:10

Welcome (Larry Hinzman, Executive Director)

2:25

Workshop purpose (Sandy Starkweather, Joseph MacGregor)
• Overview of virtual meeting schedule
• Goals and priorities of the meeting

2:50

Break (Coffee and tea will be available at your local kitchen) (25 min)
Liz will be available for questions about the website etc. in breakout room 0

3:15

Creating Inclusive Environments (Dr. Raquell Holmes, ImprovScience)

4:15

Overview of documents and Annual Workplan instructions (Meredith LaValley)

4:30

Session 1: Developing annual work plan to complete current five-year plan (2017-2021)

5:30

Adjourn

Day 2 – July 15, 1-5:30 EDT (9-1:30 AKT)
1:00

Welcome and overview of Day 2 (Sandy Starkweather, Joseph MacGregor)
• Discussion of progress on Annual work plans and laying out expectations for Day 2

1:20

Self-forming team introductions (Ann Zinkann)
• 5 min (max. 2 slides) presentation by each self-forming team
13
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2:00

Session 2: Integration of Self-forming teams (2)

2:50

Break (Coffee and tea will be available at your local kitchen) (20 min)
Liz will be available for questions about the website etc. in breakout room 0

3:10

Session 3: Cross-cutting topics among Collaboration teams (3)

4:25

Break (Coffee and tea will be available at your local kitchen) (15 min)
Liz will be available for questions about the website etc. in breakout room 0

4:40

Report on cross cutting discussions (All Teams, Moderator: Joseph MacGregor)

5:30

Adjourn

Day 3 – July 16, 1-5:30 EDT (9-1:30 AKT)
1:00

Welcome and overview of Day 3 (Sandy Starkweather, Joseph MacGregor)
• Discussion of progress, things learned and expectations for day 3.

1:15

Session 4: Consideration of long-term goals in light of the next five-year plan (2022-2026)
• The goal of this session is to hear from team leaders what they would like the Plan
Development Steering Group to consider in the framework development and goals for the
next Arctic research plan (2022-2027) (Candace Nachman)

2:30

Break (Coffee and tea will be available at your local kitchen) (15 min)

2:45

Session 5 instructions (Meredith LaValley)

2:50

Session 5: Developing annual work plan to complete current five-year plan (2017-2021)

4:00

Break (Coffee and tea will be available at your local kitchen) (15 min)

4:15

Session 6: Reporting on priorities
• Presentation by each Collaboration Team and Self-forming Team on priorities for the next
1.5 years (5 minutes per team) (All, Moderator: Joseph MacGregor)

5:30

Thank yous and adjourn
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Appendix C: Code of Conduct
Statement of Intent
As we come together to discuss collaboration team goals, plans, and cooperation, we must
remember to come with a willingness and open mind and foster good spirit so that we can
create a sense of community – even online. We get out what we put in, and we invite all
workshop participants to be intentional and thoughtful in their actions. IARPC is committed to
providing a safe, productive, inclusive, and welcoming environment for all meeting participants
and staff.
• Let’s weave our shared values into our actions:
• Be open and welcoming
• Foster good spirit
• Embrace the joy, fun, and lightness in our important work
• Create a sense of community
• We get out what we put in
• Tie our values into our actions
• A holistic approach and remember all our relations
Note: participation in this meeting assumes that you consent to the main “room” of this meeting
being recorded. Meeting organizers will be explicit when they are recording and sharing any
meeting materials.

Engagement Principles and Guidelines
• Value a diversity of views and opinions
• Speak without judgment
• Strive for inclusive, transparent, and open communication.
• This is an opportunity to be curious – put aside assumptions
• Share the air: we all have something to learn and something to share. If you notice yourself
speaking frequently, give others the opportunity to contribute.
• Be considerate, respectful, and collaborative in speaking and listening.
• Don’t prioritize or value some knowledges or knowledge systems over others.
• Meetings should take place in public spaces, not in private spaces.
• Be aware of and address your place, intentions, power, and value to this space both as an
individual and as a representative of a group or institution.
• Respect your fellow participants by using good practices for intercultural collaborations.
15
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• Be respectful and aware of diverse experiences and histories – current relationships and
collaboration are shaped by colonial histories.
• The relationship between researchers and communities should be reciprocal rather than
extractive.
• Please ask people, including Indigenous and Traditional Knowledge Holders, for explicit
permission to use stories, ideas, and information shared during this meeting or future
collaborations.
• Do not appropriate knowledge shared during this meeting or future collaborations.
• Be accountable: When we fail to meet these guidelines, work together to identify problems
and adjust our approach accordingly.

Expected Behavior
• Treat all participants with respect and consideration.
• Value a diversity of views and opinions.
• Be considerate, respectful, and collaborative.
• Critique ideas rather than individuals; avoid personal attacks.
• Acknowledge the contributions of others.
• Do not knowingly make false or misleading statements or engage in activities that could be
viewed as offensive or defamatory to a workshop participant or organization.
• Be mindful of your fellow participants and meeting etiquette. Respect scheduling and
direction from meeting organizers and facilitators.
• Alert IARPC Secretariat members if you notice a dangerous situation or someone in distress.
• Report any concerns regarding the workshop or participant statements or behaviors
directly to IARPC Secretariat members.

Unacceptable Behavior
• Harassment, intimidation, or discrimination of any form
• Abuse (verbal or written) or any participant, including intentional use of incorrect pronouns.
• Use of social or mainstream media to target individual actions of workshop participants in a
way that could harm their privacy and/or reputation.
• Disruptions of workshop sessions.
• Additional examples of unacceptable behavior include, but are not limited to:
• Verbal comments related to gender or gender identity, sexual orientation, disability,
physical appearance, body size, race, religion, national origin
16
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• Inappropriate use of nudity and/or sexual images
• Threatening or stalking any attendee, speaker, staff member, or other meeting guest

Working Together for a Successful Meeting
Not following this Code of Conduct can include removal from this workshop or from the IARPC
Collaborations community.
IARPC is still working on a process for reporting, enforcement, consequences, and response.
We haven’t finished that work yet, but it is also important that all attendees feel safe and
supported. All should be empowered to find an ally that they trust so nobody is left to deal with
issues alone. We hope that you feel free to reach out to IARPC leadership with any comments or
concerns.
• The IARPC Executive Director is Larry Hinzman, Larry.d.Hinzman@ostp.eop.gov
• The IARPC Executive Secretary is Sara Bowden, bowden@arcus.org
• The Diversity & Inclusion Working Group chairs are Olivia Lee (oalee@alaska.edu), Allen
Pope (apope00@gmail.com), and Colleen Strawhacker (colstraw@nsf.edu).
This Code of Conduct is built off and modeled on the ASSW2020 Code of Conduct, who further
acknowledges that that code is built off and modeled on the American Geophysical Union Meeting
Code of Conduct, the ArcticNet Meeting and Conference Code of Conduct, the SEARCH Arctic Futures
2050 Conference Code of Conduct, the SACNAS 2019 Code of Conduct, Kūlana Noi‘i, the First Alaskans
Institute’s Our Agreements, Kawerak New Teachers Guidelines, and the UCAR/NCAR Rising Voices
Participant Code of Conduct. Sincere thanks to those who put hard work, thought, and intentionality
into those documents!
If you have suggestions for changes or additions for future meetings, please contact Liz Weinberg at
lweinberg@arcus.org.
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Appendix D: Top 3 Goals by Team from Pre-Workshop Team
Leader Survey
Collaboration Teams
Health and Well-Being
1. Support integrative approaches to human health that recognize the connections among
people, wildlife, the environment and climate, to include monitoring programs that
continue to assess the food chain as environmental change continues to impact both food
availability and food safety in the Arctic.
2. Focus on mental health and well-being including the cumulative impacts of: environmental
change, the impacts of the COVID epidemic, and the rapidity of some of the environmental,
food security, and infrastructure and community relocation due to erosion and such.
3. Focus on environmental health should consider health metrics within Arctic homes and
within Arctic communities.
4. Inclusion of Alaska Indigenous members on collaboration team leadership.

Atmosphere
1. Engage Atmosphere Collaboration Team to update our performance elements and
contribute to the new five-year Arctic Research Plan.
2. Close out the MOSAiC performance element.
3. Connect future meeting presentations to existing performance elements in a forwardlooking manner (e.g., GeoEngineering)

Sea Ice
1. Hold follow-up meeting to identify research goals which are independent of IARPC
performance elements but which could foster increased collaboration between federal
agencies.
2. Solicit input on observational and modeling needs including geophysical parameters,
timing of data, etc.
3. Follow up with Marine Ecosystems and Coastal Resilience teams about a joint meeting to
see how the community is meeting research efforts to study effects of sea ice change on
ecosystems and coastal communities.

Marine Ecosystems
1. Use modeling environmental changes to answer fishery questions that affect economic
issues, build more cross-linking discussions. Marine Ecosystems Collaboration Team,
modeling, sea ice.
18
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2. Food security and connectivity to environmental change (UME, HABs). Include local
communities. MECT & coastal resilience.
3. Bowhead whale krill trap, ecological forecast, related to coastal communities, a cross-over
between the MECT, coastal resilience, physical oceanography.

Glaciers & Sea Level
1. Refining understanding of sea-level rise and its regional variability
2. Before It Were Ice: Figuring Out Firn
3. Address GSLCT workforce diversity and inclusion.

Permafrost
1. Assemble key players to push ground ice and permafrost conversation along (with benefits
for infrastructure, human health, science community).
2. Continue to collaborate and invite speakers from national and international institutions for
webinars focusing on carbon and permafrost.
3. Improve modeling of permafrost processes.
4. Continue to focus on cross-cutting.

Terrestrial Ecosystems
1. Evaluate impacts of COVID-19 on data collection and scientific progress and likely
implications for milestones in the Arctic Research Plan.
2. Begin and then finalize comprehensive assessment of milestone/plan element status.
3. Evaluate TECT membership and commitments going forward.

Coastal Resilience
1. Complete an internal summary of all performance elements where the CRCT has not made
much progress and provide documentation on those performance element activities (e.g.,
not started, not funded, missing information, completed and progress made, etc.).
2. Serve as a consistent space for community engagement and feedback discussions around
development of the next Arctic Research Plan.
3. Provide robust updates to the CRCT community about important coastal resilience topics.

Environmental Intelligence
1. Increase collaboration among scientific efforts of Arctic research cruises, and making this
information easily accessible and widely available in a timely manner.
2. Help implement processes that new IARPC group will be working towards for two-way
communication between agency scientists and Alaska Indigenous and rural Alaska
19
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communities and residents.
3. Develop a better understanding of the ways that EICT can help observing, modeling and
data teams work together/integrate with EICT.

Arctic Observing Systems
1. PE 9.1.1, Foster collaboration for candidate contributions to SAON’s ROADS process, e.g.,
ARC-GOOS and data consolidation for MOSAiC expedition in support of the consolidation
phase of the YOPP.
2. 9.1.2 Profiling the new RNA observing activity for the Pacific Arctic/Food Security lens,
bringing in greater expertise and awareness to support the RNA and integrate on-going
efforts like US ARRAY 3.
3. 9.1.2 Inviting Indigenous and EC participants to “guest chair” meetings on topics like
“Observational partnerships in the time of COVID-19.”

Arctic Data
1. Continue to perform co-production by proactively including practitioners on monthly calls.
2. Update Data Team accomplishments statement on the IARPC site.
3. Provide input to the five-year plan from an Arctic Data Team perspective.

Modeling
1. High level survey to indicate unique and complementary activities by agencies with regards
to modeling in the Arctic. This work touches on PE 9.2.4.
2. Conduct workshop that follows from joint meeting of the MST and MECT and white paper
presented by Clara Deal, UAF: “Towards improved quantitative understanding of the
controls on marine biogeochemical processes in the Arctic coastal zone, and their impacts
on climate and the food web.”
3. Increased focus on high-resolution modeling across agencies.

Self-forming Teams
Physical Oceanography
1. In coordination with POST members, formulate and propose research objectives for the
Arctic Research Plan 2022-2026.
2. Develop inventories of observational and modeling capabilities (e.g., Polar Argo, ITPs,
regional models, etc.), and share these capabilities with the community.
3. Conduct joint team meetings to discuss collaboration with other groups as well as to
understand and evaluate the position of our new team within IARPC.
20
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Diversity and Inclusion
1. Share resources and best practices for improving diversity and inclusion in Arctic research
wherever it takes place.
2. Provide a virtual meeting space for members to discuss and make progress on creating
diverse and inclusive research environments.
3. Promote discussion on equity in Arctic research that addresses Indigenous Peoples,
women, and minorities in particular, and also encourages the participation of male
researchers.

Early Career
1. Update Early Career Forum terms of reference to make clear the support for BIPOC
members and JEDI initiatives on IARPC.
2. Facilitate ECR involvement with the development of the next Arctic Research Plan
3. Organize webinars, as needed, to address current events and needs within the ECR
community.

Arctic Domain Awareness Center
1. Advance Arctic environmental intelligence.
2. Modeling.
3. Marine ecosystems.
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Appendix E: Performance Elements Progress
PE

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.1.5

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.4.1

1.4.2

1.4.3

1.5.1

1.5.2

1.5.3

1.6.1

1.6.2

1.7.1

Last updated

2020

2019

2018

2019

2019

2018

2018

2019

2019

2017

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

15

2

3

2

Status

Complete

Expected Completion Date
Total Actions

19

CT Meetings

10

Interagency

5

12

3

7

4

4

5

5

1
5

1

2

Denali Com

2

5

4

2

5

2

2

4

7

1

4

4

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

5

3

2

DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)

1

1

1

DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

3

1

1

DOJ

3

DOL
DOS

1
3

3

1

DOT
ED
EPA

6

1

1

2

FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

4

NTSB
NSF
SI
USARC

2

2

3

2

2

11
2

USDA (NIFA)
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PE

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

2.3.4

Last Updated

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

2020

2019

2019

2019

Total Actions

21

20

16

8

28

9

19

19

9

5

CT Meetings

1

4

3

3

5

5

4

1

Interagency

7

1

2

Status
Expected Completion Date

1

3

1

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)

3

2

7

7

2

1

4

2

1

DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE

4

9

3

4

7

4

5

7

5

3

HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, IHS, NIHES)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)
DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

5

2

NTSB
NSF

9

12

2

2

1

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

3.1.4

3.1.5

3.1.6

3.1.7

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.3.1

3.3.2

Last updated

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

Total Actions

18

6

5

8

12

18

21

10

15

4

16

CT Meetings

4

1

1

3

1

4

4

2

5

4

10

1

1

Status
Expected Completion Date

Interagency

1

1

3

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)

4
1

2

3

DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

1

1

2

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

3

3

4

4

7

6

3

4

3

1

3

6

11

3

3

1

NTSB
NSF

8

SI
USARC

1

USDA (NIFA)
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PE

4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.2.3

4.3.1

4.3.2

4.3.3

4.3.4

4.3.5

4.3.6

4.3.7

4.3.8

Last updated

2019

2019

2018

2018

2018

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2019

2020

2020

2018

Total Actions

17

16

3

5

1

3

12

4

5

33

2

10

5

5

CT Meetings

7

9

3

2

1

1

5

2

5

18

1

9

3

3

Interagency

4

1

1

2

2

1

2

Status
Expected Completion Date

4

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)

2

1

DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

3

2

1

1

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

1
3

2

3

2

1

7

NTSB
NSF

3

1

1

1

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

5.1.1

5.1.2

5.1.3

5.1.4

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3

Last updated

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Total Actions

18

16

15

9

14

12

8

CT Meetings

7

5

5

4

3

3

1

Interagency

1

1

1

1

2

6

6

3

6

6

4

2

3

1

3

3

3

Status
Expected Completion Date

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

2

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

10

NTSB
NSF
SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

6.1.1

6.1.2

6.1.3

6.1.4

6.1.5

6.2.1

6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.3.1

6.3.2

6.3.3

6.3.4

6.4.1

6.4.2

Last updated

2019

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

2019

2020

2020

2020

2019

2019

Total Actions

14

17

10

12

5

11

15

7

3

5

18

12

9

9

7

7

CT Meetings

5

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

2

3

1

Interagency

2

2

2

3

1

3

8

6

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

4

Status
Expected Completion Date

Denali Com

1

DOC (NOAA)

2

1

DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE

2

1

1

HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

1

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA

1

1

FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

3

4

1

5

2

8

4

2

1

3

4

2

2

2

9

4

1

1

NTSB
NSF

3

3

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

7.1.1

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

7.2.1

7.2.2

7.2.3

7.3.1

7.3.2

Last updated

2020

2020

2020

2019

2019

2019

2018

2019

2019

Total Actions

22

22

9

10

7

8

2

8

10

CT Meetings

7

5

4

4

1

4

5

Status
Expected Completion Date

Interagency

1

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE

1

1

1

HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

1

3

5

1

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA

1

FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

4

6

10

6

5

5

5

1

2

3

3

1

1

NTSB
NSF

1

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

8.1.1 8.1.2 8.1.3 8.1.4 8.1.5 8.2.1 8.2.2 8.2.3 8.2.4 8.2.5 8.2.6 8.3.1 8.3.2 8.4.1 8.4.2 8.4.3

Last updated

2019 2019 2016 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2019 2020 2018 2019 2019 2020 2020 2018

Status
Expected Completion Date
Total Actions

25

16

6

11

CT Meetings

1

7

2

3

Interagency

1

5

24

13

5

16

6

2

1

2

1

2

4

2

1

6

2

15

1

3

4

9

7

1

2

18

1

2

1

15

3

3

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)

4

3

DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

5

3

4

11

3

4

5

1

1

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC

4

NASA
NTSB
NSF

3
3

2

5

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE

9.1.1

9.1.2

2020

2020

Total Actions

22

30

CT Meetings

11

17

Interagency

7

6

5

2

1

1

1

2

3

5

Last updated
Status
Expected Completion Date

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS
DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)
DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA
NTSB
NSF
SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE
Last updated

9.2.1

9.2.2

9.2.3

9.2.4

9.3.1.

9.3.2

9.3.3

9.3.4

9.3.5

9.3.6

2020

2020

2020

2020

2019

2019

2017

2020

2018

2019

6

24

0

11

4

11

Total Actions

127

2

CT Meetings

29

Interagency

14

Denali Com

0

Status
Expected Completion Date
Total Actions

16

17

34

4

CT Meetings

3

2

10

4

Interagency

2

5

5

3

1

4

2

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)

2

DOC (NOAA)

DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE

11
2

3

5

9

3

2

DOD (ONR, CRREL)

14

DOE

19

HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)

HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, 0IHS)

DHS

DHS

DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, 0BIA)

DOJ

DOJ

0

DOL

DOL

0

DOS

DOS

0

DOT

DOT

0

ED

ED

0

EPA

EPA

0

FAA

FAA

0

HUD

HUD

0

LC

LC

0

MMC
NASA

5

2

2

1

4

2

3

8

1

5

2

MMC

0

4

NASA

20

2

NSF

NTSB
NSF

NTSB
2

0

0
23

SI

SI

0

USARC

USARC

0

USDA (NIFA)

USDA (NIFA)

0
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PE

9.4.1 9.4.2 9.4.3 9.4.4 9.4.5

Last updated

2020 2020 2019 2018 2020

Status
Expected Completion Date
Total Actions

16

19

4

CT Meetings

9

11

1

Interagency

1

2

1

2

5

4
1
3

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS

5

DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)

2

1

1

2

2

4

2

DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA
NTSB
NSF
SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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PE 9.5.1 9.5.2
Last updated

2019 2019

Status
Expected Completion Date
Total Actions

19

10

CT Meetings

9

Interagency

3

1

4

4

Denali Com
DOC (NOAA)
DOD (ONR, CRREL)
DOE
HHS (CDC, NIH, NIMH, NIMHS, IHS)
DHS

1

DOI (USGS, BOEM, FWS, NPS, BIA)
DOJ
DOL
DOS
DOT
ED
EPA
FAA
HUD
LC
MMC
NASA

1

NTSB
NSF

1

4

SI
USARC
USDA (NIFA)
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Appendix F: 2020-2021 Team Meeting Calendar
August 2020
HWCT

September 2020

October 2020

November 2020

December 2020

ONE HEALTH

Resilience in Ecosystems and Food Security

Water Sanitation, Indoor Air Quality, WASH
Update

ONE HEALTH

AGU Preview

AGU Watch Party and
advertisement of exciting sessions

ACT

Reanalyses Evaluation:
Clouds and water vapor
(MST)

Annual Report input
data collection

MOSAiC wrap up (ACT,
SICT, MST, POST)

SICT

Sea Ice outlook (MST)

SIMIP (MST?)

MOSAiC wrap up (ACT,
SICT, MST, POST)

MECT

Using the "krill trap"
model to forecast bowhead whale feeding

Food Security RNA
(CRCT, ADST)

Food security and environmental change

GSLCT

Arctic Glaciers, Greenland, and Sea Level
Research Needs

Arctic Freshwater Discharge

TECT

"Theromkarst and impacts on hydrology
"

Ecomorphology/Permafrost - Beaver &
Herbivore Impacts

CRCT

Coastal Mapping

PCT

Degradation of cold icerich permafrost (goal 1)

Collab w/MST on CICE
Consortium update
Central Arctic Ocean
fisheries agreement and
Synoptic Arctic Survey
(SAS) and others

Recess

ISMIP6

Recess

Recap of Fire Season
combined with new
research techniques

Programmatic update
from USGS and NASA
ABoVE (Jan/Feb)

Recess

Digital Divide

Resilience networks on
the ground

Readout on Alaska
Eskimo Whaling Commission

AAOKH group on community engagement on
the North Slope

Protection of Permafrost Soils by Increasing
Herbivore Density

Ground Ice in Upper
Permafrost (Goal 1)

Thermal State of Permafrost (goal 3)

Carbon fluxes and syntheses (goal 2)

EICT

Update on Coordination activities: BODSI,
ARCUS, SEARCH

Research updates from
the summer cruises
(MECT, CRCT, HWCT,
SICT)

AOSST

Recess

Co-Obs, RNA (1 of 3)
(MECT, ADST, CRCT)

US Committee for SAON

ARC GOOS, ROADS
(POST)

EC Guest Chair

ADST

Data needs survey w/in
IARPC CT community

Food Security (MECT,
CRCT)

Data needs survey w/
in IARPC CT community. Focus: MECT, SICT,
GSLCT

Recess

Recess

MST

Sea Ice outlook (SICT)

SIMIP (SICT)

Modeling in MOSAiC

ISMIP6 (GLCT)

Modeling Arctic/
sub-Arctic exchanges "POST"

POST

Using the "krill trap"
model to forecast bowhead whale feeding

MOSAiC wrap up (ACT,
SICT, MST, POST)

ARC GOOS, ROADS
(AOSST)

Modeling Arctic/
sub-Arctic exchanges
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January 2021

February 2021

March 2021

April 2021

May 2021

HWCT

Telehealth Updates in
the COVID Age

Environmental Health
Infrastructure

ONE HEALTH

Update on occupational
Health and Safety in the
arctic

Air Quality and Human
Health Studies

ACT

Human Health/Air
Quality/Wildfires

Greenland Ice Core
historical climate and
trace gas analysis

COVID impacts on Arctic
atmospheric research

Data Consolidation for
the large Campaigns

Bottom-up and TopDown Observations of
Arctic Methane

SICT

Several topic options for
joint POST-SICT meeting

Bridging the physical
SICT goals with teams
like MECT, HWCT, and
CRCT

MECT

Part 1 of 2 - Designing
monitoring and
modeling programs to
inform management
agencies

Part 2 of 2 - Designing
monitoring and
modeling programs to
inform management
agencies

CONFLICT with ASSW cancel or reschedule

GSLCT

Periglacial terrestrial
systems

Greenland Ice Core
historical climate and
trace gas analysis

Tracking Greenland
Freshwater (GSLCT,
POST)

CRCT

New NSF DCL
Discussion

Presentations on initial
data from COVID-19
RAPID NSF Awards

Discuss projects
relevant to 8.1.3 (econ
devt)

PCT

Permafrost Observing in Coastal and Offshore
US Arctic Nat'l Parks
Permafrost UNEP/RRA

EICT

Arctic report card report out/Talk of
Alaska

AOSST

MOSAiC-YOPP,
consolidation and new
insights (ROADS)

POST-ARC GOOS
(ROADS), pre-UN
Decade Meeting, Part 3

ADST

Practioner engagement.
This month focused on
TBD

MST

MOSAiC/YOPP Synthesis

International updates
on monitoring
programs following
ASSW, PAG meetings

Regional Action Plan for
SE Bering Sea Climate
Science; updates N
Bering Sea ecosystem
Glacier Calving Models

TECT

POST

Highlight Early Career
Research in CRCT

USGS Climate
Adaptation Science
Center on coastal
adaptation planning

Co-Obs, RNA (2 of 3)
- Read out from first
workshop

Guest Chair, AOS - WG3

MOSAiC-YOPP,
consolidation and
observing system needs
(ROADS)

Data needs survey w/
in IARPC CT community.
Focus this month on:
TBD

Practioner engagement.
This month focused on
TBD

Data needs survey w/
in IARPC CT community.
Focus this month on:
TBD

Practioner engagement.
This month focused on
TBD

ESM Capabilities in
the Arctic - Program
Managers

ESM Capabilities in
the Arctic - Modeling
Centers

Arctic Change: Human
Systems, Infrastructure,
Landscape Evolution

OSSE

Several topic options for
joint POST-SICT meeting

Tracking Greenland
Freshwater (with GSLCT)

Report out on
Saildrones vs. ship
based sampling for
Pollock and bathymetric
surveys
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June 2021

July 2021

HWCT

ONE HEALTH

Update on Mental Health and
Community Resilience

ACT

Air-Sea Exchange of Water and
Energy

OSSEs for an Arctic Atmospheric
Observing System

SICT

Potential collaboration with MECT
on spring sea ice retreat, marine
mammals, spring migrations

MECT

Soundscape, Center of Excellence,
international

August 2021

Application of Emerging Technologies in Arctic Atmospheric
Research
Bering Sea Conditions and Meltout status

GSLCT
TECT
CRCT

LCCs

MECT and HWCT overlap

Continue discussions of rapid
changes in Bering Sea with MECT
and Candace N.

AOSST

POST-ARC GOOS (ROADS), post
wrkshp, Part 4

Co-Obs, RNA (3 of 3) - Prep for
AOS 2022

TBD

ADST

Data needs survey w/in IARPC CT
community. Focus this month on:
TBD

Practioner engagement. This
month focused on TBD

Data needs survey w/in IARPC CT
community. Focus this month on:
TBD

PCT
EICT

MST
POST

Collaboration Team Acronyms:
HWCT: Health & Well-Being Collaboration Team
ACT: Atmosphere Collaboration Team
SICT: Sea Ice Collaboration Team
MECT: Marine Ecosystems Collaboration Team
GSLCT: Glaciers & Sea-Level Collaboration Team
TECT: Terrestrial Ecosystems Collaboration Team
CRCT: Coastal Resilience Collaboration Team
PCT: Permafrost Collaboration Team
EICT: Environmental Intelligence Collaboration Team
AOSST: Arctic Observing Systems Sub-Team
ADST: Arctic Data Sub-Team
MST: Modeling Sub-Team
POST: Physical Oceanography Self-Formed Team
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Appendix G: Collaboration Team Input to the 2022-2026
Arctic Research Plan
During the Federal Register public comment period from April 3 to August 2 requesting
information on the Arctic Research Plan 2022-2026, collaboration teams held virtual listening
sessions to gather input from the various research communities they support (see list of and
links to meetings below).
Notes taken at these listening sessions will be included with other comments received during
the public comment period.
The following themes emerged across several listening sessions:
• Collaboration Teams are a productive space for research communities to build networks,
discuss current research, and make progress towards larger goals (CRCT, GSLCT)
• Cross-cutting themes could reduce saturation and foster collaborative approach (HWCT,
MECT)
• Research priorities need to be tied to community needs, impacts and management
decisions (HWCT, ACT, TECT, CRCT)
• Engagement and communication need to be integrated across the plan (HWCT, CRCT,
AOSST)
• Improve data integration, scalability, and dissemination through the plan (HWCT, SICT, PCT,
TECT)
• Build out connections between observations and modeling (ACT, MECT)
• Address the digital divide by providing other means for participation in IARPC (MECT, CRCT,
AOSST)
• Incorporate international efforts (MECT, AOSST)

Collaboration Team Listening Sessions
Health & Well-being Listening Session: June 16
Atmosphere Listening Session: June 23
Sea Ice Listening Session: May 7
Marine Ecosystems Listening Session: May 27
Glaciers & Sea-level Draft Chapter
Permafrost Listening Session: May 12
Terrestrial Ecosystems Listening Session: April 16
Coastal Resilience Listening Session: July 1
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Environmental Intelligence Listening Session: July 8
Arctic Observing Systems Listening Session: June 3
Modeling Listening Session: July 2
See notes below or listen to the webinar recording at the links above for more detailed
information.

Collaboration Team Plan Input Notes
• Many team leaders asked their teams versions the following questions:
• What is the current five-year Arctic Research Plan doing well, and what are we missing?
• What are the research issues that should be included in the next five-year Arctic Research
Plan?
• If the structure of the next plan is similar to the current plan, what would we want to
change or include in our goal?
• If the structure is different, how would we want to reconsider the team?
• What are one or two cross-cutting themes that would be of importance to the team?

Health & Well-being Listening Session: June 16
What is the current five-year Arctic Research Plan missing?
• Documentation of health consequences of lack of sanitation facilities
• Food Security and safety (changes in ecosystem make this more urgent)
• Wildfire smoke impacts
• Erosion and permafrost thaw effect fish camps and therefore food security and mental
health
• Data dissemination and health communication around results. Maybe over the next 5 years
we should be doing a better job of health communication and spread awareness, and is
particularly important for the health team and the collaborative work to get the information
in a digestible way back out to the community
• Emphasis for research to be community driven
What are the research issues that should be included in the next five-year Arctic Research Plan?
• Food security is an important cross-cutting theme
• Impacts of health and mental health linked to research in other teams
• Need for mental health resilience (ACES, pandemic, climate change)
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• A cross-cutting theme with big impacts has revolved around health literacy—figuring out
where and how people get information that impacts their health.
• Mental health about rapid hazards and disasters
What has changed since 2016 in terms of the health needs of Arctic residents?
• Pandemic and speed of climate change in western and northern Alaska
• ANCHRR was useful to understanding what each community has in place to promote health
for upcoming generations
• Culture is more and more understood as a backbone for resilience
• Telemedicine has expanded since pandemic and research needs may change

Atmosphere Listening Session: June 23
• Is there a focus on air quality separate from climate (radiative and cloud) impacts? There is
an opportunity to add Air Quality to 2.1.
• Rapid pace of change in the Arctic (increased economic activity as well as climate change)
has an impact on atmospheric composition and connects to and effects the atmosphere
(and the whole system) and has feedback globally.
• Can IARPC consider a comparison to changes in the Southern Hemisphere and Antarctica?
Models are global and satellite measuring both hemispheres.
• DOE, NASA, NOAA have been primary players in the Atmosphere team, but there are
others, like EPA and the state of Alaska that could be useful.
• There are many projects studying transport into Arctic, and this is a global problem. Need
modeling community to identify weak points in assessments of Arctic changes to guide
observations and this needs more collaboration. There are a lot of improvements (models
adding ice chemistry and boundary layers) and these efforts need to be pushed more and
often there are not good observations to start with.
• Are we looking at cooperation with Russians? We are at a disadvantage trying to understand
what is going on up there. This relates to the science cooperation agreement from Arctic
Council, which has not been fully implemented. Need to have right relationships, and the
transition of the Arctic Council chairmanship to Russia might be a good time for these
conversations.
• Arctic population is not very dense while changes are affecting communities on the ground.
It is important to tie research to the communities’ needs, that will also attract other players
and agencies. One example is potential future port development in Nome. Need to consider
other impacts.
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• Are volcanic eruption or stratospheric geoengineering potential research topics to include?
There are recent activities and are good for upcoming meetings. These topics won’t be
going away. NOAA has funding to consider these issues and put detection measurements in
place.

Sea Ice Listening Session: May 7
• There is a lot of exciting new work on waves and sea ice and float ice distribution. ICESat-2
is useful but in-situ fieldwork in marginal ice zone is critical.
• Transect like measurements going into icepack and maybe not limited to edge, in
Antarctica, this process is more common than in the Arctic.
• ICESat-2 data products (sea ice height, roughness, freeboard).
• NASA looking at doing an airborne campaign (IceBridge is complete) but nothing too
definitive yet.
• Additional snowfall on ice measurements? Having pan-Arctic distribution measurements
needed.
• AWI planning work with snow radar. Current fieldwork canceled. Summer airborne
campaign for MOSAiC planned for August. Planned for spring 2021 campaign.
• There will be more data, and things are moving towards cloud storage and machine
learning. Make sure agencies are working together to make these tools interconnected.
Need process to make large data volumes distributed and useful.

Marine Ecosystems Listening Session: May 27
Notes from Meeting Discussion by Topic
Modeling
• I very much like the three major themes (suggested by MECT co-leads) but I wonder where
modeling would fit in these. It seems that modeling (both hindcast and forecast) will
become of increasing importance.
• Needs to be explicit and have language that links and integrates modeling.
• There is a modeling sub-group and the current approach is to have cross-over meetings.
• Does it make sense to have separate environmental intelligence teams or does it make
sense to have these more interwoven?
• Synthesis stage is too late to fully include modeling. Modeling is always in development.
When just included in synthesis, modelers miss out in the brainstorming. Modeling is
often in the synthesis part, but it should be in the basic research for (1) it takes time to
develop the model, (2) constant dialog with observationalists is important to interpret the
observations and maybe revisit the type of data that should be collected, (3) modelers do
not often go to sea where a lot of the action and brainstorming are happening.
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Structure
• A lot of the teams have little overlap of team members although they have overlapping
interests. There needs to be a creative way to foster overlap. There are so many meetings
going on and it would be helpful to broaden participation to include communities through
other means than Zoom.
• Would it make sense to have some fairly specific / primary goals of the synthesis (and larger
food web model efforts) in the plan? It may be much easier to align the time series and
basic research data particularly across trophic levels if the key synthesis goals are clear
ahead of time.
Continued Observations
• It is important to emphasize the importance of continued observation and at the same
time it is important to open minds to new technologies that are becoming more important
(eDNA for example) to use as new tools. Useful to look at traditional observations and new
tools concurrently to check accuracy.
• Include new technologies. In a pan-Arctic view, what about standardization of methods?
Are there discussions with other groups? Especially when it comes to genomics, there are a
wide variety of approaches.
International Connections
• How does this fit in with recommendations from CAFF/CBMP?
• How is this documented within IARPC, should it be separate or integrated in the Plan
language?
• Resources list should be a living document.
• Need to be thinking about stakeholders as we build the next plan.
• It might be helpful to have links to relevant long lived international and national strategies
on the plan.

Glaciers & Sea-level: See draft chapter linked above.
Permafrost Listening Session: May 12
• Is there a chapter in the plan devoted to big data? While the plan cannot be aspirational,
it would be important to involve agencies in a discussion about what is being invested.
Perhaps a workshop proposal having a broader discussion could also host this discussion
and funnel that into the September workshop.
• It is important to have scalable data that allow for meaningful predictions that have less
uncertainty. This is in the current plan in different places.
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Terrestrial Ecosystems Listening Session: April 16
• Working with Arctic Observing Network data has been useful because it was designed to
be scalable and it would be useful for similar measurements were made at other sites on
the tundra. Instead of doing a few plots samples are being made every 100 meters in a
500-square foot area, which scales well to satellite data.
• John noted that there is a window of no spring subsistence harvesting, but these windows
are fixed even though the birds patterns are getting earlier each year. How do you develop
that flexible window on an annual basis? YK Delta has a good model, but it is harder to
implement in North Slope Borough where communities are more spread out. There is
interest to merge traditional knowledge with remote and in situ measurements.
• Understanding how specific events and trends in timing and capturing this with
observations and help those in a management context adapt to those situations.
• Sometimes the PEs are too specific and it can be hard to fit all activities into the current
structure and perhaps could be written more broadly.
• Elements have been useful to frame reporting and discuss what is being done at agencies.
But it would be good to use plan elements to frame efforts on the ground and look for gaps
and issues that need to be addressed. How can they be designed to help push things along?
• Understanding how specific events and trends in timing and capturing this with
observations and help those in a management context adapt to those situations.

Coastal Resilience Listening Session: July 1
• How does IARPC deal with management issues (e.g., health of seals)? They are focusing
on population counts when there are emerging concerns. IARPC could be a place to bring
those different voices together to discuss what is needed.
• In the Bering region is being rocked by massive changes and are also seeing increased in
industry.
• Emerging questions that have to do with problem solving, solution based science should be
incorporated.
• Arctic is changing a lot because it will be ice free, and this should be addressed in global
driver. How does the politics come into this discussion? The Navy and the Coast Guard have
road maps, how do those feed in?
• Recent announcement of icebreakers (not online to 2026), Port of Nome will likely be in
the process of being developed and will be transformative for a region. How will these
developments be included?
• There are many potential issues related to activity.
• Regional boroughs have plans in place and there are local advisory boards.
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• Global policy theme should have something building off military operations that are
increasing in the Arctic. This has potential environmental impacts and need for information.
• The digital divide is huge for many regions, and if we can’t reach the people, then you are
not going to get input. How do we secure the voice? There has been a substantial call for
effective communication.
• Engagement and communication need to be integrated across the plan.
• More important than ever to keep this type of team together, need to keep the science and
the resilience piece connected to the science.
• Is there a way to link inland resilience/economic activities to the coast? Thawed permafrost
is related to erosion.
• Coastal should be a separate team since it is on the interface and has very specific
problems different than interior or purely marine.
• Also need for strong focus on infrastructure, coastal and/or interior.

Environmental Intelligence Listening Session: July 8
Emerging themes
• Consider activities and actions that respond to current input from Northern communities
their priorities
• Consider activities that support federal research in support of decision-making
• Consider hot to develop and sustain engagement of northern communities
Discussion
• Suggested more fluid performance elements instead of very set ones it could lead to higher
success rates within the different teams.
• Initial effort at the beginning of current five-year plan was for modeling, data, and observing
sub-teams to have joint activities under the umbrella of the carbon cycle. EI is operating
more on the crosscutting topics bringing together different teams. In the future, is there a
benefit to a synthetic type team? And how specific should the topic definition be? Should
the sub-teams be their own teams?
• The Alaska Weather Service – to integrate some of the science and services, one of the key
issues was HABs and people within NOAA were hard to motivate to attend these meetings
to promote an integrated. She does not agree to have separate CT Teams out of the SubTeams but have a Team that revolves around an important issue that is of concern to
Indigenous communities.
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• Likes the idea of crosscutting topics but there needs to be a way to capture that. Potentially
a “synthesis group” instead of EI. Modeling, Data, and Observation are sub-teams but are
operating on a CT level. Modeling has met with a variety of other collaboration teams
and are now planning a workshop to increase efficiency and integration with respect to
modeling.
• What is the issue of having the plan be topic driven?
• How will the Arctic look 20 years from now? You can see all CTs contribute to this question.
If you introduce a crosscutting topic such as HABs would be a very refined model but
currently the modeling team is looking at the higher modeling activities. These refined
model focus would reduce the time the modeling team can focus on current modeling
needs.
• Indigenous communities are looking for the near-term modeling and forecasting efforts as
things in the Arctic are changing on such a rapid pace. Generally, less focused on the longterm. How are we setting up the right structure to set this up?
• Things we need a better handle on is downscaling the models so they are more useful to
the communities that need this information.
• What are needs from the forecasting community and what research and observations
are needed to fill these gaps. GFDL are preparing an ecosystem model but are not in the
prediction stage yet. PMEL is working closely with fisheries to produce focused models e.g.,
biochemical to fit into biological modeling that can be used by the fishing industry.
• NOAA research council has been talking about moving different portions into the
operational stage, which currently is not the case.
• Arctic test bed focus and mission is to go from research to operation. Alaska Environmental
Science and Services Integration Center (AESSIC) can help to implement the product so it is
disseminated to the user and stakeholders across Alaska.
• Modeling team has interacted with the Arctic test bed before.

Arctic Observing Systems Listening Session: June 3
• Oceans were left out of the last plan as a specific thematic element/team. They need
to have a more specific focus. There is interesting new work and technology within
oceanography, especially gliders and autonomous systems. There was not a lot of
interaction between the Observing, Modeling, and Data teams as sub-teams within
Environmental Intelligence, so it’s not clear that the current structure was effective.
However, there was value in having Observing, Modeling, and Data teams separate from
the thematic teams to do cross-cutting work and to emphasize the importance of these
areas.
• It is important to have aspirational, long-term goals as well as shorter-term goals.
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• Does agency just include federal agencies or is IARPC also engaging state and local agencies
and private organizations?
• Engagement with Indigenous Communities and Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge
needs to be included from the beginning/formation of the next plan rather than something
that is added on later.
• It may help to have a separate team to focus on this specifically
• Consider platforms other than Zoom to reach a broader community: Facebook Live,
newsletters, local radio shows, regional newsletters were some suggestions.
• Could run a focus group to understand current Indigenous community engagement with
IARPC
• The new five-year Arctic Research Plan should incorporate youth perspectives.
• It is difficult for Early Career Researchers to know how to engage effectively. The suggestion
was for them to reach out to TLs or connect with the ECR group. What can the next plan do
to actively involve ECRs?
• It’s important that IARPC coordinate with SAON and other international efforts to enable
pan-Arctic research. UN Decade of Ocean Science could help with this.
• Could IARPC help to facilitate large-scale coordinated projects like MOSAiC in the future? Or
help to coordinate research with the data that MOSAiC is collecting?
• There is a need for better Arctic research infrastructure (e.g., icebreakers) and
telecommunications in the Arctic. Does IARPC have a role to play here? Can IARPC advocate
for funding?

Modeling Listening Session: July 2
• Topic suggestion - Extreme events and impacts on local Arctic communities. This topic has
not gotten much attention.
• Topic suggestion - What kind of models are able to capture potential extreme events?
Lots of complexity in this realm. Additionally the group should think about actionable
science e.g., how can this team be thinking about how models and model outcomes can be
incorporated into policy e.g., oil spills, shipping traffic etc. How do we use our models? Dow
can we adjust how we use the models to inform the community and more useful? Marika
raised the question about increased model resolution and ensemble sizes.
• Recent meetings on HABs. How to make that data available to communities.
• Raised the question why the modeling team made into a sub-team in the current plan.
What was status in previous science plan? Reflects IASC science plan, but still miss
interdisciplinary component (both modeling and observations). Modeling should not be
hidden, but team-level effort.
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• In current plan suggestions were submitted for modeling to be viewed as a sub-team under
environmental intelligence. The modeling team is operating as CT right now.
• How does this sub-team interact with the other Collaboration teams? Complication that
some modeling done within individual CTs?
• Currently we acknowledge that modeling is part of other teams, but we have capability of
looking at interactions. Most meetings jointly with other CTs. Modeling is a part of other
team but we are looking at the Arctic as a whole.
• Strongly advocate the suggestion to move Modeling to the team level. It is a better structure
to increase the visibility of the modeling team, which provides a unique platform for
crosscutting activities among the other teams.
• Thinks the comparison conversations lead by the modeling team are very useful.
• MIP experiments should be covered by modeling, or by other CTs?
• Slippery slope, why not also observing be a separate CT. Interdisciplinary team, maybe
rename EI to integrative system science. Maybe this interdisciplinary team like EI would
benefit from a name change but the teams underneath stay the same?
• Topic suggestion - Sea level rise in the Arctic, High resolution simulations.
• Topic suggestion - Land-Ocean coupling not adequately represented in current models in
ESMs. For instance, temperature signal from rivers, not nutrient inputs, representation of
coastal dynamics (sediment, landfast ice), coastal issues.
• Clouds and aerosols still very relevant.
• RASM still relevant, Global models of higher resolution, or regionally refined.
• What is goal of research objectives? Will they continue forever? Or are we supposed to solve
them.
• Most of these are still relevant, predictions and projections some things are missing.
Using models to inform observations. Data assimilation (is no here). Theoretical studies of
predictability. Using models to inform understanding of predictability.
• Science does not connect with the people, tourism, if higher connecting the modeling
enterprise will have more impact.
• Now part of SIPN2, will have meeting in few days. Write little white paper for IARPC about
prediction and predictability. We will suggest IARPC and SIPN working to foster more
predictability/prediction studies. IARPC is good method for collaboration and team building.
Not working with IARPC Teams yet.
• In support of John’s comment. Helps inform model development needs, improve models,
new capabilities.
• Call for input from those communities for climate services. IARPC good framework to bring
in those stakeholders.
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• I like the idea of combining 9.3.2 and 9.3.6 into a more general statement about possible
future MIPs.
• Opportunities beyond assimilation, think about data-driven modeling that could help
guide process-representation in models. Doesn’t see model/data integration brought out.
Bring in new observational data sets, if only to validate models. Also inform observational
communities
• MOSAiC is a good example of an attempted data-model synthesis.
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Appendix H: Slides–Overview of Self-Forming Teams

Physical Oceanography Self-forming Team (POST): A brief Overview
Co-Chairs
•

•

•

Wilbert Weijer
-Ph.D. Physical Oceanography, Utrecht
University (2000)
-Staff scientist at Los Alamos National
Laboratory
-Co-lead of IARPC Modeling Sub-Team
Dmitry Dukhovskoy
Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography,
University of Alaska Fairbanks (2003)
Research scientist at FSU’s Center
for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction
Studies (COAPS)
Xujing Jia Davis (federal lead)
- Ph.D. in Physical Oceanography,
University of Rhode Island (2008)
- Program Manager DOE

Timelines and Status
Nov 2019: In discussion
Dec 2019: Plan development
Jan 2020: Community Support
Feb 2020: POST approved by IARPC!
Apr 2020: First team meeting
- More than 30 members attended
(US and international researchers,
program managers and PI from
different agencies (DOE, NSF, NASA,
NOAA, ONR, BOEM … …)
- > 70 members

- “POST is unique: it is the only
self-forming team focusing on a
scientific discipline” (by Simon
Stephenson, NSF Arctic Sciences
Section head and IARPC ex-Executive
Director)
IARPC Virtual Team Leader Workshop, July 15th 2020
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Physical Oceanography Self-forming Team (POST): A brief Overview
Goals: Coordination and Communication
Facilitate coordination of Arctic PO
research
• Connect Arctic PO community
across agencies
• Connect with other domain experts
Identify and communicate science
priorities
• Connect with program managers,
policy makers
• Contribute to next IARPC Research
Plan

Implementation
Via
• IARPC Collaborations website
• POST meetings
• Joint meetings with other Collaboration
Teams (plan underway)
Encourage, facilitate development of
• White Papers
• Workshops
• Special issues
• Coordinated experiments …

IARPC Virtual Team Leader Workshop, July 15th 2020
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Early Career Forum
A collaboration space for anyone wishing to connect with
the early career community. This forum encourages
sharing information, news, and events relevant to early
career development and to foster connections within the
Arctic sciences.
Est. Nov 2019
~125 members

Team
Leaders
► Kelsey Aho (US Forest Service)
►
►
►

Chelsea Wegner Koch (University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science)
Alex Taitt (Anchorage Museum)
Angela Bliss (Oregon State University)

https://www.iarpccollaborations.org/members/people/teams/4390
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Purpose
To provide a forum and collaboration space for those who self-identify as
“early career researchers” (ECR) and facilitate the connection of early career
members with the broader research community.

Goals
►

Discuss with other teams how to collaboratively increase engagement and
participation of ECR members with IARPC Collaboration Teams.

►

Increase visibility of the ECR forum throughout the IARPC platform.

►

Provide meaningful resources and opportunities for ECRs on IARPC-based
collaborations with other teams and organizations.

How can we catalyze ECRs to join IARPC and participate in their first time
collaboration call?
How could collaborations between the Early Career Forum and other teams potentially
increase the ECR involvement in the development of the next Arctic Research Plan?
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Diversity & Inclusion
Recognizing the value of diversity and inclusiveness in Arctic
science, this team encourages open conversations on how to
increase inclusion and equity in scientiﬁc research to enhance
problem solving and improve innovative solutions.

Co-Leads: Olivia Lee (UAF), Colleen Strawhacker (NSF), Allen Pope (IASC)
…and hopefully more, soon!
Crucial support from Meredith LaValley, Liz Weinberg, and former co-lead Martin Jeﬀries (CRREL).
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Goals
● Share resources and best practices for improving diversity and inclusion
in Arctic research wherever it takes place, e.g., the oﬃce, the laboratory,
workshops and conferences, in deep ﬁeld.
● Provide a virtual meeting space for members to discuss and identify
opportunities to network, ﬁnd mentors, and make progress on creating
diverse and inclusive research environments.
● Promote discussion on equity in Arctic research that addresses
Indigenous peoples, women and minorities in particular, and also
encourages the participation of researchers of all genders.
● How can the D&I team support the work happening in IARPC groups?

○ For example: what resources / support would be useful for encouraging more
equitable inclusion in IARPC webinars?
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IARPC ARCTIC STEM
▪
▪
▪
�
�

SELF FORMING TEAM

Objective: Coordinate Federal Arctic STEM
Fed-only group: Participants from federal
agencies with Arctic STEM interests and/or
programs
Open participation: members of the public,
academia, students, PIs
Beneﬁts derived from broad interactions
Enhanced cross cutting with Diversity and
Inclusion, Early career
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■ Goal 1: Development of Arctic STEM undergraduate model
■ Hosted Listening sessions in Alaska Spring 2020
■ Virtual workshop listening sessions proposed Fall 2020
■ In-person workshop by invitation Summer 2021
Focus > increasing engagement from rural and Alaska Native
undergraduates in STEM
■ Goal 2: Integration of Arctic STEM with White House Co-STEM
strategy
– Deliverable: Report on strategies (Fall 2020)
– Ongoing coordination with CoSTEM Committees
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•
•
•

TO ACHIEVE ITS MISSION, IASC:
•
•
•
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WHO IS

BY THE NUMBERS:
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WORKING GROUPS
•
•
•
•
•
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Indigenous Engagement
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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EARLY CAREER SUPPORT

€
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Appendix I: Slides–Key Takeaways and Team Priorities for 2020-2021

2020 Virtual Team Leader Workshop
Takeaways
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Designated Team Leads for Plan Development Workshop
September 14-17, 2020 (Designate one person)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

HWCT: Dottie Castille and Sarah Yoder (State of Alaska)
ACT: Gijs de Boer
SICT: Janet Intrieri
MECT: Danielle Dickson
GSLCT: Caitlyn Florentine
PCT: Miriam Jones
TECT: Jeremy Littell
CRCT: Amy Holman
EICT: Candace Nachman
ADST:Michael Brady
AOSST: Sandy Starkweather
MST: Richard Cullather
POST: Wilbert Weijer
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Health and Well-Being: Takeaways
1) 4 meetings of One Health (ANTHC, CDC)
2) Increase cross-cutting collaborations with other Teams
a) October meeting with Marine Ecosystems and Coastal Resilience Team
a) Meeting focused on Air Quality with Atmosphere Team
b) Potential meeting with Permafrost Team
3) Monthly webinars with local partners
a) Impacts of lack of sanitation on respiratory health
b) Infrastructure: Recent developments in water and sanitation service innovations
c) Innovations in telehealth and uses during the COVID epidemic
4) Inclusion of local AN scholar into team leadership and/or advisory role
5) Look for opportunities to involve self form teams into our webinars
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Atmosphere: Takeaways
Plans for coming 12 months:
-

Team-focused meetings:
-

-

Cross-team meetings:
-

-

Ensure input to new 5-year plan, Collect information on progress on current plan for reporting
Re-evaluate COVID impacts on Arctic atmospheric research
AGU watch party and preview!
MOSAiC: Observational Summary [w/SICT, POST, EICT], Data consolidation (w/ EICT)
Alaska Air quality and Health (w/ HWCT)
Cloud Reanalysis Evaluation (w/EICT)
Arctic Methane - Bottom-up and Top-down emissions (w/TECT)
Greenland Ice Core - historical climate (Climate Modeling?)
Air-Sea Exchange of water and energy (w/POST)
Application of Emerging Emerging technologies in Arctic Atmospheric (w/EICT, PTCF)

Other Meetings:
-

Meeting with EICT data team to discuss Arctic data repositories for atmospheric data
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Sea Ice: Takeaways
● We are endeavoring to move beyond ticking off PE (which we
have done) and into more cross-collaboration and
community-building
● We will plan to devote the rest of our calendar and actions towards
that goal:
○ Modeling activities; current MOSAiC obs; etc.
● Want to move towards expanding physical sea ice conversations
into bio/ecosystem/social applications but struggle with how to
keep momentum going beyond 1 hour meetings
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Arctic Marine Ecosystems: Takeaways
2017-2021 Plan
●
●
●
●
●

Utilize modeling environmental changes to answer fishery questions that affect
economic issues, build more cross-linking discussions. MECT, modeling, sea ice
Food security and connectivity to environmental change -UME, HABs – Include local
communities. MECT & coastal resilience
Bowhead whale krill trap, ecological forecast, related to coastal communities, a cross
over between the MECT, coastal resilience, physical oceanography.
Track activities and results from ecosystem time series studies (e.g., AMBON, DBO,
EcoFOCI, mooring arrays)
Evaluate current PEs and metrics, identify areas to focus during this period to report
results (completion or ongoing activities)
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Glaciers and Sea Level: Takeaways
Matterhorn iceberg
in Scoresby Sund

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Did not hold a listening session, but did solicit input via Google Docs on current
(2016–2021) 5-year plan. Did not receive any input. Updated current plan.
LOTS of opportunities for cross-cutting CT/ST meetings (7 meeting topics).
The next 18 months: Current Cross-Cutting Cryosphere Collaborations, i.e., emphasize
meetings that always have a tie-in to another team...get disciplinary glaciologists to
engage outside of their icy comfort zone and ensure effective interagency collaboration
around GSLCT PEs.
Directly engage Self-Forming Teams in developing new GSLCT meeting topics (POST,
JEDI, Polar Technology, ADAC).
Our past year has focused on thematic continuity and we assessed success from that;
these next 18 months we want to succeed by broadening audience.
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Permafrost: Takeaways
Better collaboration with the terrestrial, health and well-being, modeling, and data teams
Revisiting our performance elements to create space for cross-cutting collaborations
Work toward facilitating collaborations to improve ground ice map: high interest among diverse,
international researchers: currently funding is lacking to move this toward actionable science
Improve stakeholder engagement: land managers (federal and state) and indigenous communities
Rethink monthly webinar: more interactive platform? Improve community engagement in the
monthly webinars
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Terrestrial Ecosystems: Takeaways
1. Evaluate impacts of COVID19 on data collection and scientific progress and likely implications
for milestones in the Arctic Research Plan
2. Begin and then finalize comprehensive assessment of milestone/plan element status
- PEs with only a few responses (e.g., native community engagement) have work being done that
we have yet to capture
3. Evaluate TECT membership and commitments going forward
- We have identified a couple of names for new teams lead/members which we will
follow up with. We are open to self-nominations.
4. Enhance interaction with other collaboration teams.
- Discussed specific crosscutting ideas with the permafrost, data, atmosphere, and
modelling teams
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Environmental Intelligence: Takeaways
❖

Increase collaboration among scientific efforts of Arctic research cruises (e.g., Continue
Research Cruise Status Updates) - PE 9.5.1: Advance coordination among research
programs

❖

Assist in making information easily accessible and widely available in a timely manner

❖

Foster better communication between agency scientists and Alaska Indigenous and rural
Alaska communities and residents.

❖

Work to better integrate with observing, modeling and data teams

❖

Focus on PE 9.5.2 (Advance policy-relevant science communication)

❖

Continuing coordination with MECT, CRCT, and others
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Arctic Observing System: Takeaways
● Research Networking Activity (RNA) in Support of Sustained, Coordinated
Observations (Co-Obs) of Arctic Change (3 meeting series, meeting 1 Sept
2020)
○ Community-driven monitoring, OSSEs, Food Security, ROADS
● Ongoing series with POST, MECT (TBD): Sustained Arctic Ocean Observation
Network meeting series (ROADS, ARC-GOOS, etc.)
○ Perspectives on planning: UN Decade of Ocean Science (Mon 12:30 p.m.ET)
● Guest chair from ECF, Guest chair from AOS Food Security WG?
● MOSAiC/YOPP - consolidation and new insights (ROADS)
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Arctic Data: Takeaways
1. Work to organize Arctic Data as an IARPC cross cutting topic
a.

Perspectives on data needs, resources, access, and usability

2. Proactive outreach internally w/ CTs and externally emphasizing
‘practitioner’ engagement, alternating months
a.
b.
c.
d.

Provide draft agenda early-on to identify additional collaborators
Co-Lead Jonathan Blythe lead internal outreach; Mike Brady external
Practitioner-scientist co-production, e.g.: IHO Arctic Regional Hydrographic
Commission science and local community engagement; AIS, bathymetry data, etc.
US Committee for SAON? ~ every 4 months?

3. Update the IARPC Data Team Web Page
a.
b.

Accomplishments; stakeholder/partner engagements
Data co-production definition; key Arctic data resources and governance
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Modeling: Takeaways
1.

2.

3.

Survey of Arctic Modeling Capabilities (potentially w/ Early Career Forum)
a. ESM Modeling Capabilities in the Arctic - Program Managers Perspective
b. Modeling Centers’ Perspective
New Topics
a. MOSAiC/YOPP Modeling (AOSST & ACT)
b. Ice sheet calving (GSLCT)
c. Themokarst modeling (TECT, PCT)
d. Arctic change (new theme): human systems, infrastructure, landscape evolution,
etc.
Update Previous Points
a. Marine biogeochemistry workshop (MECT)
b. SIMIP (SICT), ISMIP6 (GSLCT)
c. Reanalysis (ACT)
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POST: Takeaways
●
●

●
●

●

Thanks for the warm welcome!
Focus on Arctic/sub-Arctic fluxes
○ Meeting with AOSST on sustained observing
○ Meeting with MST on modeling of fluxes
○ Meeting with SICT on observing/modeling sea ice fluxes
Build collaboration with Marine Ecosystems CT
○ krill trap, ecological forecasting
Build collaboration with Glaciers & Sea Level CT
○ Tracking Greenland freshwater
○ Review of observational campaigns around Greenland
Build collaboration with Sea Ice/Atmosphere CTs
○ MOSAiC wrap-up
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STEM: Takeaways
- Coordination -- DI, Early Career, Health and Wellbeing to identify specific
cross cutting issues (eg. structural challenges for AK Native engagement)
- Best Practices -- engaging AK Native students. Incorporate ideas from other
IARPC participants. Combine with Arctic STEM workshop and listening
sessions. Live document in IARPC. Draft and Publish.
- Mentorship -- mentorship (academic and IARPC) and mentor training
- Long Term Goal -- further discussion within IARPC community re Arctic
specific STEM need i.e. training the next generation to meet evolving
paradigms as we are identifying in this meeting-- eg.“both”/”and” approach,
integrating people/knowledge systems TEK
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Early Career Forum: Takeaways
● Establish better collaborations with outside ECR networks
● Develop a Terms of Reference for the EC Forum in collab with D&I
● Mentorship: collab with IARPC Secretariat to develop a mentorship
model
● Partner with CTs to have ECRs co-chair webinars
● Collab with Liz to host ECR IARPC members in lightning talk webinars
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Appendix J: Post-Workshop Survey–Summary Results
Twenty-six participants completed the survey (more than half of the 44 total attendees): 22
collaboration team leads and six self-forming team leads (some people lead both a collaboration
team and a self-forming team). Below is a summary of and highlights from their responses:

The most valuable takeaway from the workshop was:
• All teams are continuing to grapple with Indigenous engagement and cross cutting issues,
which to me are both very social/contextual/relational issues. We talked about this way
more than we talked about more technically-oriented challenges. We heard a lot of
wonderful insights, but clearly have a ton more work to do to feel we are managing these
things well. It made the Inclusive Meetings training really impactful...the teams feel more
intertwined than ever before.
• Recognizing IARPC Team Leaders comprise many dedicated, enthusiastic, hard-working,
and well-intentioned individuals.
• Setting time aside to plan for upcoming meetings and having the ability to meet other CT
leads. The virtual room made it easy to jump in and out of CT rooms.
• The importance of cross-team collaborations in expanding recognition of the link between
health and well-being and other scientific activities.
• Getting to interact with other team leads.
• Hearing from (and knowing which) CTs and self forming teams would like to collaborate
with our team.
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• The discussion about the next plan was really encouraging.
There was a slight preference among respondents for in-person meetings (14 votes) vs. virtual
(nine votes), although the benefits of both were noted:
• The in-person is great for developing relationships and networks, but that long-distance
travel is hard for many people to make. Loved the virtual environment because of how
many people could attend and how many more comments I think we heard compared to an
in-person meeting. Plus, we really reduced CO2 emissions by going virtual. Thank you!
• Virtual was convenient for me given the current circumstances, but it’s hard to replace inperson interaction.
• In-person by far. There are few chances to actually connect in a virtual meeting.
• In person - would be less distractions- however I thought the virtual meeting was VERY
successful
• I like virtual - less travel, more efficient use of time.
• Some form of in person and virtual would be good for future meetings.
What went well:
• Talking science with other Team leads and hearing from experts outside my discipline.
• The technical support, prior planning, note taking, and many other aspects were fantastic.
So happy to have been a part of this.
• Starting with Dr. Raquell was a fantastic way to set the stage for collaboration, trust, and
inclusion of all voices
• The google tools were so well organized that I never lost my place for a second. That drive
was invaluable and the time spent going through it was very useful. The multi-channel
format was very deftly handled by all, in very seamless way. The training was GREAT. It set
such a wonderful tone for the rest of the meeting.
• The core and breakout meetings worked well.
• Technology, overall format of the meeting, collaborating on documents using Google Drive
• The discussion during the breakouts were really productive.
• The Secretariat was amazing and made what I’m sure were some difficult behind the scene
logistics feel seamless to the rest of us.
What we can improve upon:
• Being relatively new, if we do similar meetings virtually in the future, I would have people
put their team name in parentheses following their actual name on zoom, so it’s easier to
identify the roles that people are in when you are talking with them.
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• The “speed dating” sessions with other Teams and the all-in discussion about the fiveyear plan were, in my view, the most valuable components of the meeting. On another
go-around, I would cut down on the time spent on Welcome/Introduction and instead
incorporate that piece into expanded breakout groups. I appreciated the Google
documents, especially those that included tabs for every Team. I would opt for fewer
shared documents in order to simplify, streamline, and consolidate.
• The breakouts, especially with the self-forming teams, were too short, which might account
for why I left feeling like D&I and ECF are great resources to IARPC and have a lot to offer
in terms of practices, capacity building, etc. But the discussions didn’t generate - “Hey, we’d
like to work with you on X” It was more of an FYI. I don’t feel like we hit that collaboration
level in the same way that the more topical team discussions led to meeting formulations.
• The discontinuity between the phone and Zoom participants was problematic
• Given the inability to use Zoom, ironically, I felt fairly disconnected and not fully able to
mentally engage in the creating inclusive environments session on the first day.
• The wrap-up session was a bit long. Maybe encourage teams to do a 60-second lightning
talk.
• The last report out was rushed - everyone should have been given the same amount of time
• Technical logistics” could be improved (e.g., clearer instructions, smoother transitions;
inclusion of a detailed program--it was challenging to navigate among multiple online
folders).
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